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Introduction

Ihe Perth Metropolitan Region is a region of gIOwth, both in size and in population
Ihis growth requires an ongoing focus on land-use and its associated activities. There is
an integral relationship between these activities and travel, and providing for the
movement ofpeople and goods within this region is a core activity of Transport WA

Perth's travel infrastructure has expanded to the neglect of the more accessible
environment fdendly, healthier and sustainable travel mode alternatives of pUbli~
transport, cycling and walking. Walking is a means of travel and recreation everywhere
in Western Australia Increasing walking has the potential to contribute to an increased
quality of life for all Western Australians This is particularly so in the Perth
Metropolitan Region, where there is a concentration of activities within easy walking
distance ofeach other and, quite often, people's homes

Government shares the responsibility of enhancing and sustaining Metropolitan Perth's
amenity. Within Transport WA, the most recent and substantial statements about
walking as a mode of transport have been published in The Way Ahead Metropolitan
Transport Directions for Western Australia and, in particular, the Metropolitan
Transport Strategy (abbr. MTS), published in 1995 The MTS establishes a target of
125% oftrips for transport to be made by walking by the year 2029

Until relatively recently, there has been no clear focus on walking as a mode of
transport. Most of the transport interest in pedestrians and walking has arisen in the
context of road safety. The resulting emphasis on the negative (safety only) aspects of
walking has served to obscure the positive messages about accessibility, cost,
environment, health and independence linked to walking These positives of walking, be
it for either travel or recreation, can be encouraged in many ways,

During the Strategy development pIOcess, it became increasingly apparent that
Transport's wish to see an increase in walking is also shared by members of the
community and others.. These othen include organisations involved in commerce,
community services, environment, health, land-use planning, sport, recreation and
tourism They all encourage walking in their own way and each has contributed to the
compilation of a recently published Discussion ,Paper Collectively, linkages have been
established tluough the formation of a Strateg~ development Reference Group. This
group consists of seven members of the public, five representatives of non-government
OIganisations, four from local and seven from state government organisations

At this stage of the Strategy development process, the Discussion Paper has been
released for public comment Through the input of many contributors, the Discussion
Paper has endeavoured to identif'y the major issues related to pedestrian activities in the
region, It is a comprehensive presentation of background information, opportunities,
ideas and suggestions Every effort has been made to stimulate comment and to provide
the appropriate and relevant springboard from which to develop the Perth Metropolitan
Region Pedestrian Strategy These aspects of the Discussion Paper are presented herein
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little as 30 minutes of moderate physical activity on, preferably, all weekdays provides a
health benefit Smveys suggest the activities most likely to be undertaken and continued
throughout life are those that be incorporated into everyday habits and lifestyle
Walking for transport offers significant potential for increased physical activity

Social Equity

Walking complements other parts of the travel system It links with private and public
motorised transport modes to provide a multi-modal journey Walking also has the
potential to be an alternative transport mode for short to medium motorised modes To
meet the transport needs of the community, walking needs to be a viable option in the
choices we make in transport. Ihis is also an important consideration in the case of
people in wheelchairs and scooters Some of the segments of the population who are
assisted by walking include those who:

• cannot or choose not to own a motor vehicle;

• do not have access to a motor vehicle for the required period; or

• cannot or choose not to use public transport

Education

Everyone's behaviom accumulatively impacts on the whole community, Educational
establishments are a close second to the home in being the shapers of a lifetime of
habits and behavioms, What children are taught and how they subsequently behave sets
their pattern of living for the rest of their lives. Not only is it important being in school,
getting to and from school is also important Ihe mode of transport adopted/encouraged
will likely be the behaviom that om children will adopt when they become parents
Walking is a significant mode of transport for travel to education facilities Ihe
encomagement of good habits in terms of walking safety, road rules and travel mode
choice in school children can contribute to safe sustainable transport modes.. Ihis is
more likely with the creation, existence and maintenance ofsafe routes to school

Urban Development

Ihere are two major implications for residential development planning that relate to
transport Firstly the link between land use and dependence on the motor car, and
secondly the impact of traffic on the residential environment Closer fits between
housing, employment and transport modes are required.. Places of employment and
commerce are seldom designed with walking in mind.. Consequently Ausnalian mban
form is significantly disposed to and predominantly focussed on motor vehicle needs
Future developments of greenfield areas and redevelopment of existing sites can
contribute to making walking an atttactive choice of transport mode Planners will need
to integrate the needs of pedestrians into their developments to reduce motor vehicle
navel, car parking and transport costs.
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Ihe Ausnalian Road Rules (abbr .. ARR)

Of some significance in these rules is the redefining of the term pede'tr ian Ihis
definition has now been broadened to include wheeled conveyances used by people with
disabilities, users ofraller-boards, roller-skates and roller-blades. lhis is significant as
many facilities used by pedesnians are additionally shared with cyclists. The term dual
use path has been replaced with the term .,haredpath lhis acknowledges the term dual
use was previously interpreted in a snictly two:functional sense - walking and cycling
Shared path recognises use by all pedestr ians and cyclists and embraces far more than
only two actions and/or behaviours

It should also be remembered that the definition ofa road also includes the pedesnian
facilities within the road reserve. Consideration of all user actionslbehaviours is thus of
paramount importance. Furthermore, the mix of pedestrians/pedestrian facilities with
cyclists/cycling facilities is also increasing It is imperative that each category of user is
safe and supported by appropriately designed and consnucted facilities. To further
complicate matters in this regard, the ARR will allow all cyclists under the age of 12 to
ride on [ootpath, For those over the age of 12, the rules leave it to individual authorities
to decide whether or not they will be allowed to ride on footpaths. As the principal
facility owner, Local Government is accountable in the event of user conflicts and the
issue is of particular interest to its members at this moment in time

Ausnoads

In 1997 the Australian I ransport Council endorsed its revised Strategic Plan giving
primary responsibility for the implementation of its work to the Standing Committee on
Transport through four sub-modal groups: Air, Sea, Rail and Road.. Au,troads was
designated the national Road sub-modal group The mission of Ausnoads is to pursue
the effective management and safe use of the nation's roads as part of the Australian
transport system and by the development and promotion of national practices It also
provides professional advice and supports ministerial councils and national bodies
Ausnoads has historically worked towards uniformity of practice in respect of design,
construction and user aspects of roads and bridges and with this in view, publishes
guides and general procedures.. Ihe developmeri't of the Au,troads Guide to lIajfic
Engineering Practice series now consists of 15 Parts They are a practical guide to
traffic engineering for highway and nansport engineers in road authorities, local
government, engineering and planning consultants, and engineering students

If we recall, Part 13 Pedestrians and Part 14 Bicycles were produced to meet the
requirements of pedestrians and cyclists.. Dual-use paths were also for their use All
were developed in the context of the pre-ARR definitions of pedesnian and cyclist
Ioday, the full extent of the various users of dual-use paths is fully recognised These
users will be joined, in the future, by the additional users of ,haredpaths As previously
stated, these additional users are mobile people on wheeled vehicles. They consist of the
conveyances of people with disabilities and users of roller boards, roller skates and
roller blades, Their presence, motion and associated movements were not a
consideration at the time of the development of either Part 13 Pedestrians or Part 14
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The Rules Have Changed

It should be remembered that under the design and development regime that afforded
priOlity to the needs of the conveyance, not that which it conv~yed, past expert panel
opinion reflected the needs of the motor vehicle and the behavioUls and practices of
motor vehicle drivers. Tbis being so, the content ofeach Part of the Austroads Guide to
Traffic Engineering Practice reflected these guiding requirements. One might now have
to question the applOpriateness of these publications.. Why is this so? Over recent years,
sufficient evidence has been presented to confirm that to be really au fait with
pedestrian 01 bicycle issues, it is equally impOltantto have input from pedestrian and
cycling experts Pedestrian and cycling experts are knowledgeable of the needs of
pedestrians and cyclists and the behavioUls and practices of pedestrians and cyclists

Whilst there has been increasing recognition of the need for this input, and added
representation, it has been within the limitations of the dominant motor-vehicles-have_
priority regime. In the absence of this input, such panels cannot possibly be regarded as
adequately representative of the issues of all lOad users Why is this impOltant? It is
impOltant because those who design and construct facilities do so in compliance with
standards and guidelines published by, for example, AustlOads and similar
OIganisations Once built, those who subsequently own the facilities callY the duty-of'
care and bear the responsibility fOl the safety of all users Each player in the process
expects the facility to meet the needs of all users, not primarily those of a select group,
and to have been designed, built and maintained accordingly.

Can it now be honestly said that the Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice
series was compiled to meet the needs of all users? It must now be acknowledged that
the publications pre-date the cUlrent recognition that the needs of each defined group of
users are now regarded as equally important So whilst the publications might reflect
biased prioritisation to the requirements of one particular user group - motor vehicles,
and that was consistent with the philosophy ofthe day, this is no longer the case.

Is the introduction of the Australian Road Rules also ofrelevance to these deliberations?

Should Austroads now recognise that declaring (I> adopt people and goods in lieu of
vehicles as its fundamental design and de"'elopment criteria has significant
implications? Not least of these implications being the necessity, perhaps, to now
review every part of the Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice series?
Should this not be done, will it really be possible to develop truly balanced or integrated
transPOlt systems reflecting the requirements of all users without fear 01 favoUl?

Planning

COllect planning is fundamental to the efficieut and effective movement of people and
goods. In the planning plOcess of the future, it is imperative that each category of user
is:

• recognised as an entity;
• equally recognised; and
• recognised as having unique requirements
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As individual personal wealth has grown, vehicles ownership has increased in parallel
So too, has the priority afforded to this seeming panacea of transport In many
situations, the mix of pedestrians and motor vehicles has also unavoidably increased.. .

• 1, a most influential factor to higher pede'trianjourney time" the delay in cros,ing
roads at grade at locations convenient to motor vehicles mOfeso thanpedestfians?

As population and the number of vehicles continue to rise, fitting everything in becomes
an increasing difficulty! Simple mathematics reminds us that if you half the radius of a
circle or side of a square, then the enclosed area reduces by 75% Is it any wonder,
therefore, that congestion is a problem if we remain intent on getting motor vehicles to
the centre ofgrid or ring-and-radial geometry networks?

• Is a most influential factor to increased road UlJer congestion, the non-linear
reduction ojavailable 'pace in which to accommodate all road u,er,?

The problems of city-centre congestion are well known and have been the focus of
considerable attention and activity.. Internationally, these problems have been overcome
over the last decade through the adoption of pedestrian-friendly city and residential
centres Their success has resulted from the adoption of sensible, yet fundamental
criteria These criteria may be stated as:

• pedestrian-friendly city or residential centres are not necessarily car-free centres;

• whilst roads still lead to a centre, they mostly no longer pass through the centre; and

• the adoption and integtation of all space-user related policies.

Such policies include consideration of:

• access; • parking; • taxis;

• accommodation; • people with disabilities; • retail/service outlets; &

• cycling; • public transport; • Workplaces.

The inconsistency and lack of well defined andcmaintained pedestrian networks and
facilities are obstacles to encouraging more people'to walk

• In re'idential areas (a people area) i' it appropriate that the determinant in the
provi,ion offootpath, i' the number ofmotor vehicle, that u,e the ,treet?

• Is the most influentialfactor that di,courage, walking in re'idential areas, the
failure to allocate priority to pede,triam and to provide linkedfootpaths on both
sides ofthe street and at street intersections?

Traffic management schemes focus, predominantly, on motor vehicles. Schemes and
initiatives need to provide more priority to pedestrians and address the historic
predisposition towards cars In addition to comfort, routes and frequency of service,
success of any public transport system is conditional upon convenient and

accessibility
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• Footpaths that do not connect

• Surface plOblems, including blOken footpaths

• Lack of signage to indicate iffootpaths are dual use

Traffic Management

• Traffic light issues, including:
Traffic lights with no Walk phases
Design/timing oftraflic lights not taking pedestrian needs into consideration

No perf<lImance indicators for pedestrians
_ Traffic lights with free flowing left-nun lanes

Lack of audible traffic signals for pedestrian clOssings.

• Lack of pedestrian crosswalks (especially a deterrent to walking on busy lOads).

• ClOsswalks not placed where people want to CIOSS

• Limited visibility when crossing roads
• High speed limits; no policing of speed; lack ofLG control on local streets

• The impact of the new Australian Road Rules

• Drivers who do not give way to pedestrians

• Pedestrians blamed for being in accidents
• Location of stop signs/white lines should be before the footpath begins, otherwise

<hivers are not looking for pedestrians.

Safety·

• Collisions between rollerbladers, skateboarders, cyclists and pedestrians

• Dogs that are not on a lead

• Poor street lighting.
• Fear of being lObbed/attacked; feeling isolated/alone; stranger danger for children

• Poor road safety education
• Inadequate security for mixed-mode transport (park and ride).,{

•Amenity

• Lack of suitable facilities for people with special needs, eg people with disabilities,

prams and children on bikes.

• Lack of rest places, shade, shelter and <hinking fountains for pedestrians

• Lack of litterbags for dog owners

• Untidy, dirty areas which discourage walking.

• Few signs for pedestrians to indicate the distances to facilities

• Ample fuel stop for cars, but no places to recharge balleries (eg for Gophers)
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Traffic Planning & Management
• A Keep Left Campaign to improve the safe use of footpaths and shared paths

• Signage and accessible detours for pedestrians where road works occur

Safety
• Programs like Safe Route! to Schools adequately funded

• Combining Neighbourhood Watch with Pedestrian Watch to enhance safety.

• 40 kph speed limits on suburban streets.

• Enforcing dogs beiog kept on leads in public places

• Closing roads near schools at school start and finish times

• User-friendly overpasses and underpasses that improve access, visibility and safety

• Safety Mates Clubs covering all kinds of safety

• Road safety education

The Workplace
• Accessible stairwells io buildings to achieve a focus on walking

• Change government policy to prevent employees taking a government car home

Marketing and Promotion'
• Introducing disincentives for people driving to the CBD

• Encouraging children to walk
• Campaigns that show the benefit of giving up cars and the health benefits of

walking (eg the Anti-Smoking Campaign)

• politicians promotiog walking and being seen walking

• Walk and I"lk campaigns, includiog suburb reunions.

• An awareness day each year devoted to walking

,
¥

Efforts to date to improve road user harmony would seem to reflect a primary fOCus on,
what is termed, traffic management or traffic calming Ihis would also seem to be the
basis of future choices, reflecting a basic no change choice to the status quo .. One might
possibly question the logic of this choice given the wealth of evidence indicating that

this approach has failed to adequately cater for the:

• safety of the current number of road users;
• the magnitude of socio-economic costs related to transport issues; and

• the impact of futme population growth (at unprecedented rates ofincrease) on both

road user safety and community cost?

Fundamental to any futme choices associated with adopting the movement of people
and goods in lieu of vehicle models, must be an acceptance that existing parameters
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Conclusion

It is unfortunate that our technological progress, following the industrial revolution of
the mid-1800's, has generated the global problems with which we are all familiar and of
which we are constantly reminded Nevertheless, these problems exist and the challenge
now is to overcome them At an international level, this challenge is being taken up by
many ofthe world's governments (Australia being one), and we all have a part to play

It is equally unfortunate that despite the good intentions of all involved in the planning,
design and development of travel infrastructure, it too has generated problems Some of
those problems have contributed to the international issues that must be addressed, both
now and hereafter Others have significant negative impacts on our communities, both
nationally and locally, generating tremendous costs that we must all bear

No matter how good the facilities provided are, or how much we hope they will be used
sensibly and as intended, human frailties result in the need to enforce and reinforce
attitudes and behaviours This too has to be provided at some considerable cost

Whilst regrettable, it is time to admit there exists a need for some significant changes to
be made It is also necessary to admit that these improvements will not come about
based on current practices and their continued adoption.. Furthermore, to adopt people
and goods in lieu of vehicles as the fundamental transport infrastructure design and
development criteria is revolutionary and demands equally revolutionary planning

Advocates of alternatives to the motor vehicle will indeed see this change to be of such
significance. Others will choose not to regard it as such, despite all the evidence that
overwhelmingly confirms and reminds us that since the industrial revolution, what we
have done has not been done to our global benefit The challenge is to put right what we
can and to then ensure that the mistakes are not repeated We are all part of the problem
and, as such, we are all part of the solution - particularly planners

The significance of the:

• Site • Space • Speed • Surface
to which facility users are subjected in the coniext of travel cannot be over-stated
Equality is also a keyword in their considerati<in and application It should not be
forgotten that the needs of the motor vehicle will still be accommodated and be as much
a part of the process as any other component

• Could the main (actor ojchange be that ojpriority?

The respective influences of these four criteria are paramount to the required outcomes
ofall users

• Is there any doubt that the international evidence oj succeS! is overwhelming?

• Has the time now come to consider these criteria in a manner wmewhat different to
that adopted in the past?

If so, an important role of the Perth Metropolitan Region Pedestrian Strategy will be to
show how
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